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 There are increasing number of M&As by Japanese firms targeting foreign companiesࠉ
(in-out type) as the globalization proceeds. The first half of the year 2014 saw more than 
twice the amount of the M&As in monetary terms in the same period of last year, which 
was the highest in the past 8 years. These include large cases of Suntory holdings and of 
the Dai-ichi Life Insurance.
 Since the ratio of intangible assets including IPs in enterprise value is rising in recentࠉ
years, it is important for firms conducting M&As to form IP strategies on the basis of IPs 
of the target company. From the strategic point of view, we can safely conclude that 
obtaining other's rights through M&A is a quicker and more certain method to get 
necessary rights than developing the rights by its own efforts.
 Successful IP strategies with M&As must consist of the correct understanding andࠉ
evaluation of IPs and contracts of which a target company is concerned and the analysis 
of IP portfolio after M&A. These are essential for the success of M&As.
 Meanwhile, the acquisition of IPs through M&A bears risk which is not related withࠉ
in-house development :  whether IPs and contracts with others which a target company 
holds are appropriately handed over, the risk of infringement of rights of competitors, the 
prospects of market concerning related business. We need to take care of those kinds of 
risk proper to IP.
 There are merits and risks of IP strategy by M&A mainly targeting foreign companiesࠉ
and they are not typical of in-house development. Successful M&A should require 
outside IP attorneys and certified accountants.
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